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"After You, My Dear Alphonse!": 
NO.3 
Should the Courts Defer to the FDA's New 
Interpretation of § 360k(a) of the 
Medical Device Amendments? 
Richard C. Ausness' 
Under the provisions of the Medical DeviceAmendments (MDA) to the Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Ac~ certain medical devices are subject to premarket approval of the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA). Section 360k(a) of the MDA provides that states may not establish ':Wy 
requiremenf' which relates to safety or effectiveness of a medical device and "which is different 
fivm, or in addition to" any requirement imposed by the FDA. Until recently, the FDA 
maintained that § 360k(a) did not preempt most common law tort claims; however, in recent 
amici briefS, the FDA has aggressively asserted that mo~ if not all, common law tort claims 
should be preempted for medical devices that had received PMA approval. This Article 
discusses the implications of the FDA's new interpretation, and assesses the wisdom of 
promulgating such an interpretation in amici briefS, rather than in the formal notice-and-
comment procedure. 
* Ashland Oil Professor of Law, University of Kentucky. LL.M. 1973, Yale 
University; J.D. 1968, University of Florida. According to Memam-I*bster's Dictionary of 
Allusions, the expression, "After You, My Dear Alphonse," originated with the comic strip 
characters, Alphonse and Gaston: 
[Two] Frenchmen who did everything with absurd, exaggerated politeness. They 
were created by Frederick Burr Opper (who also originated "Happy Hooligan") in 
1905. According to Coulton Waugh, in The Comics, they were national figures, 
and their elaborate courtesies became catch phrases: "After you, my dear 
Alphonse!" and "No, after you, my dear Gaston!" 
ELIZABETH WEBBER & MIKE FEINSILBER, MERRIAM-WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY OF ALLUSIONS 
12 (1999). I would like to thank my wife, Robin Gwinn, for giving me the idea for this title. 
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